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 Holy Dogs of Tibet
Chapter Three

by Gerald D'Aoust
________________________________________

 

   

Other Myths and Legends

There is basically nothing written in Tibet about Holy Dogs nor any kind of other dogs. However the oral
tradition has transmitted to the West glimpses of the beliefs based on the observations and results of the
high Lamas' close relationship with their precious Buddha Dogs.

"The buddhist faith of the Tibetans provides an understanding of their relationship with their
dogs. Buddhism allows the dog a soul and thus permits a close relationship with man." 1

"Buddhists, indeed, recognize no essential differences, on spiritual grounds, between dog and
man...! In the Buddhist cycle the spirit of man commonly passes into the form of a dog." 2

The Lhasa Apso, it seems plays an important part in the every day concept of rebirth.

A SACRED DOG

"The history of these dogs of Tibet can in large measure be told by the history of that country's
monasteries. Many of the dogs were kept in hte monasteries and treated as "sacred animals" by
the monks. They even participated in the religious activities. An explanation generally accepted
as the reason these dogs were universally accorded great respect in their country declares that
the souls of the Dalai Lamas, the sovereigns of that country, entered the bodies of the dogs after
they, the Lamas, died.

"The beliefs that the sturdy little Lhasas were the abode for the souls of deceased rulers of the
country was at one time so widespread and unquestioned that a religious rite revolving around
the dogs sprung up. The dogs were brought near bodies of the dead in that country in cases
where it was suspected some evil may be present in a corpse and were thought to be able to
dispel the evil by their mere presence." 3

In 1984, I also heard some similar legend and this is part of the content of my conversation with a very
special Lama of Bodnath. The following extracts are from a little article dating July 1984 in "Lhasas
Unlimited" from New York.

 "NEOKARMA" by Gerald D'Aoust

Lama Ghen Yeshi, the forgotten Gompa Apso breeder. To complete my story, I recently
travelled again to Nepal and finally met with Lama Ghen Yeshi, breeder-in-exile of Lhasa Apsos.
With the help of Sonam Topgyal, the Lama's secretary, acting as translator, I had the
opportunity on the 15th of February, 1984, of recording a most interesting conversation. The
important content of this interview is expressed in the following lines.

G.D.: Lama Ghen Yeshi, Who are you?

L.G.Yeshi: I was born in Bas, in the province of Kham, in eastern Tibet. I come from a large
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family of over twenty members and most of them were killed by the Chinese. Monastically, I
firstly belonged to Bas Chode Gompa (The Secret Cave of the East) and later, I belonged to
Depung. (Also pronounced Drepung, the largest and most powerful Monastery of Tibet. It is
located 5 kilometers from Lhasa and contained between 7,000 and 10,000 Monks.)

For nearly forty years, I traded, with neighboring countries, for the welfare of these Monasteries.

[De-pung ('bras-spuns), the most powerful and populous of all the monasteries in Tibet, founded in 1414 AD
and named after the great Indian-Tantrik monastery of "the rice-heap" (Sri-Dhanya Kataka).]

[It is situated about three miles west of Lhasa, and it contains nominally 7,000 monks. It is divided into four
sections clustering round the great cathedral, the resplendent golden roof of which is seen from afar. It
contains a small palace for the Dalai Lama at his annual visit. Many Mongolians study here. In front stands
a stupa, said to contain the body of the fourth Grand Lama, Yon-tenn, who was of Mongolian nationality.]

[Its local genii are the Five nymphs of long Life (Ts'erin-ma), whose images, accompanied by that of
Hayagriva, also known as Tamdin, the Horse-Headed Diety, guard the entrance. And effigies of the sixteen
Sthavira are placed outside the temple door. In its neighbourhood is the monastery of Na-Ch'un, the
residence of the state sorcerer, with a conspicuous gilt dome.] 4

G.D.: In Tibet, who was breeding Apsos?

L.G.Y.: In Tibet, normally, these Apsos were bred by High Lamas and Noblemen, only. So, the common
Tibetan people do not have this type of Apso. We never sold dogs, we only used them for presentation. We
believe that these Apsos must be very good, because these dogs have maximum chance of taking into
human life. When a human dies, before he humanly rebirths, he may enter the life of these Apsos. Not only
Lamas, common people also, depending on their previous life can reincarnate in these Apsos.

Then, I asked the Lama about the other way around. Is it possible from Holy Dog to human form?

G.D.: Can Apsos reincarnate in people?

L.G.Y.: In Tibet, after a High Lama dies, we look for his Reincarnation. In my Kham side, there was a
Rinpoche who had an Apso like this. The Rinpoche died and his Apso died also, not too long after. From
the children of the new generation, High Lamas found two boys who could recognize all the personnal
effects of the previous Rinpoche. It was soon discovered that, while one of the boys was the Reincarnation
of the Rinpoche, the other boy was the Reincarnation of the Rinpoche's Apso.

G.D.: You always bring Katu your favorite Apso during meditation, is he also meditating?

L.G.Y.: No, but it is good for them to hear the sounds of these prayings. It is good for their future life. We
never sold dogs, we only used them for presentation. We believe that these Apsos must be very good,
because these dogs have maximum chance of taking into human life. When a human dies, before he
humanly rebirths, he may enter the life of these Apsos. Not only Lamas, common people also, depending
on their previous life can reincarnate in these Apsos.

Seems like it works both ways!!

G.D.: Are these Apsos sacred?

L.G.Y.: Actually, the origin of these Apsos is very sacred. In Tibet, a long time back, there was "Shako," a
kind of flying (...gliding...) white-headed, animal goddess, which ate bones and had her nest very high in the
cliff. Every year, she would give birth too two babies; one with wings and the other without wings. This last
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one was a small Apso. While the flying one could easily go out and fetch for food, the small Apso would stay
around the nest and would be fed by the mother.

However, her first Apsos, eventually fell from the high nest to their deaths. After a few years with similar
events, the mother, after the Apso baby was big enough, would put him on her back and fly him down to the
ground.

This is how Apsos came into Tibet. In Tibet, many people have seen this type of small Apsos, which were
brought down by "Shako" (Archeopterix?). There was a Lama, Tson Sa Tulku, who had Apsos, which were
just like Sako's Apsos. Sometimes, they did have normal hair, instead they had bird feet feathers (bird's
down).

G.D.: In Drepung, did you also have other kinds of dogs?

L.G.Y.: No, in Drepung, we were not allowed to bring any other dogs. These Apsos are very special.

G.D.: Do you know how long Apsos, have been bred in Monasteries in Tibet?

L.G.Y.: It is a very old tradition. In the Monasteries, some monks were very interested to teach many things
to these Apsos which are very good learners.

G.D.: Do you know any other Lama breeding Gompa Apsos now?

L.G.Y.: In Lhasa, there used to be many, but the Chinese might have destroyed everything. I have not
heard any stories about the possible existence of these Gompa Apsos, now in Tibet. Here, now, I do not
know of anyone else.

[Chinya Lama from Bodnath, died in January, of 1983.]

G.D.: Did you teach young Lamas the traditional art of Gompa Apso breeding?

L.G.Y.: No, nobody ever asked. The people here are too negligent. Now, at my age, my only duty is to pray.

G.D.: Do you have any other advice to give me?

L.G.Y.: Be careful in breeding and feeding. Also, I would like to express deep thanks, for your deep interest
in this breed and your kind efforts to preserve these Gompa Apsos.

G.D.: Toudiche to you Lama. You are the one to be thanked.

L.G.Y.: Lhaso

Notes:
1. Vervaeke-Helf, Sally Ann, "Lhasa Lore," Alpine Publications, Loveland, Colorado, 1983, p 252.

2. Collier, V.W.F., "Dogs of China and Japan in Nature and Art," New York, N.D., p 38.

3. McCarthy, Diane, "Lhasa Apsos," T.H.S.Publications, Hong-Kong, 1979, 1983 edition, p. 9.

4. L. Austine Waddell, M.B., "Buddhism and Lamaism of Tibet," Heritage Publishers, New-Delhi, India,
1979, first published in London 1895, pp 268-269.
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